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Ground-based data of electric field measured at Pune during lightning events of nine thunders-
torms have been analysed to obtain the spatial and temporal variation of the charges that are depo-
sited to the ground. The results are based on some assumptions such as the large transient changes
in electric field of at least 1 kVm -I for which the flash of lightning was visible and the subsequent
sound of the thunder was well heard. The inter-storm average charge per flash varied in the range
-19 to -147 and + 19 to + 44 C and the storms aggregate mean values were -42 and + 37 C
per flash. The spatial variation suggested that the radial distance of the lightning-strike. underneath
the storm tended to cluster within the distance of 6 km. The time variation of the charge and strike
distance underneath the storm showed localization of radial strike distances associated with the in-
crease in charge values. The study has also permitted one for the direct validation of the analytical
result of Malan [Physics of Lightning (The English Urn Press, London), 1963, p. 30] that the value
of the electric field (sin 8 cos28) at a fixed location due to the vertical motion of the charge exhibits
maxima when tan 8 (= HID) is 0.707.

1 Introduction the magnitude of the surface atmospheric electric
Lightning and the accompanying sound of thun- potential gradient is usually high and, occasionally,

der are the two most spectacular and horrifying the extreme value may be about ::t 10 kVm -I. To
phenomena which are usually noticed in a thun- accommodate such extreme values, the probe (Po-
dercloud during its life cycle. Studiesl-5 on the 210; 6 ,uCi) height was maintained around 20 cm
observations of lightning-associated electric field above the surface23 of the open terrace of the ob-
have yielded information on the characteristics of servatory building at Pune during observation pe-
the field changes, average estimates of charge de- riod. The potential of the probe was noted with

t positeq to the ground and the recovery patterns respect to the ground and expressed as potential
of electric field following the lightning. These gradient. The fair weather convention of potential
studies6-13 were carried out more regularly in dif- gradient is positive and the potential gradient data,
ferent parts of the world. Similar studies at low in this study, ~re termed as el~ctric field. The
latitudes and, especially, in the southern parts of chm1. drive speed during observation period was
Indian subcontinent appeared to be infre- ~ 1 cm per minute. The 1 s time constant of the
quenp4-21.. This study proposes to illustrate the recorder was too slow to resolve the individual
observed records of electric field accompanying leader and return strokes of lightning flash, but it
the events of lightning and furnishes the results was probably3 adequate to represent the entire
derived therefrom at Pune (lat., 18°32'N; long., flash since the chart drive speed was ~ 1 cm per
73°51 'E, 559 m a.s.l.), a station on the Deccan minute. The notings of sudden transition in field

~ Plateau region of Indian" peninsula. record, visible glow of lightning and the times-of
thunder heard after lightning were made carefully.

2 Electric field observations .The results in this paper are deriv~d from the
Atmospheric electric potential was measured by large field changes that are produced by the en-

the potential equalization method22.23. The details tire flash.
of the electronics and the accuracy of file mea- Table 1 presents information on dates of thun-
surement of this system ate described else- derstorms, times of observation, number of
where24-26. During the thunderstorm conditions, flashes studied of either polarity and average
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Table 1-0bservations of lightning activity during thunderstorms at Pune

Date of Time of Negative lightning flashes Positive lightning flashes t
thunderstonns observation -

hrs 1ST No. Av. charge Av. strike No. Av. charge Av. strike
per flash distance per flash distance

C per flash C per flash
kIn kIn

31 May 1973 1625-1715 15 -25.8 4.82 3 + 18.5 2.1

(21.3) (2.4) (7.8) (1.3)
14 May 1974 1530-1645 6 -55.55 6.6 3 + 42.2 3.2

(55..1) (2.6) (12.7) (2.0)
16 May 1974 1352-1630 0 --10 +43.0 4.2

(11.7) (1.0) ;0..
22May.1974 1458-1710 25 -28.6 4.3 8 +27.6 3.5

(15.5) (2.3) (.14.1) (1.5)
24 May 1974 1140-1230 -33.8 5.4 +36.9 4.1

and 29 25
1510-1540 (15.2) (3.5) (12.5) (2.9)

27 May 1974 1230-1305 11 -56.7 6.73 7 +42.0 2.8

(50.9) (4.6) (17.8) (1.2)
7 June 1977 1625-1658 13 -19;3 3.8 5 30.0 3.3

(10.8) (2.4) (6.0) (1.6)
14 June 1977 1430-1555 26 -.67.5 6.4 0 --

(48.1) (2.5)
16 June 1977 1559-1642 1 -146.8 9.0 4 43.6 6.0

(8.1) (0.6) {
Note:
(i) Weighted mean of 126 negative flashes: -41.2(30.98) coulomb charge per flash is deposited at 5.4km(1.5)
(ii) Weighted mean of65 positive flashes: + 37.3(10.8) coulomb charge per flash is deposited at 3.8 km(1.5)
(ill) Figures In parenthesis indicate standard deviation

charge and strike distance per flash at Pune. Fi- frequency-fast-resolution record and a few fast-
gures 1 and 2 present a few sample,s of records of resolution records of lightning-associated electric
electric field associated with lightning studied by field taken from elsewhere. In the C-G lightning
other workers elsewhere, and those at Pune, re- studies the commonly assumed cloud charge
spectively. model is the point charge model5. With this as- t

sumption the field change (t1.E ) is expressed as:
3 Nomenclature 2t1.QH

Th~ usually noted types of lightning flashes L\.E:t=4 (H2+D2)3/2 ...(1)
have been described as (a) cloud to air flashes; (b) 1rEo
cloud flashes or intra-cloud flashes (IC); and (c) Since C-G lightning flash could transfer either
cloud-to-grow:td (C-G) flashes. Of these, the C-G positive or negative charge to ground, following
type fla..l;hes are c;>f prime importance because they sign convention is adopted in the literature. Ac-
measure the free electrical charge transferred to cordingly, a flash that dissipates positive charge
the surface of the earth. For such flashes, the (t1.Q+) to the ground is termed as a flash of posi-
sound of the thunder is heard almost invariably tive (P) polarity and the one that dissipates nega-
and the more intense and closer the flash, the tive charge (t1.Q-) is termed as a flash of negative ~
more violent is the ~ound. ~fthe thu~der9. The net (N) polarity. Consequently, the net change caused
effect of ~e C-G flasi) is to re~_ove electrical underneath a storm in the ground electric field
charge from the cloud and dissipate it to the (t1.E) is negative for a positive flash ~d positive
ground2.5.11. Under such circumstances the electric for a negative flash. The net change in the field
field at the ground exhibits a series of frequent (t1.E :t) was obtained as the difference of field va-
transient changes in the field polarity caused by lue at the end {FB) and the beginning (FA) of the
lightning flashes. Fig. 1 [(a)-(d)] shows one high- flash (see record for 27.5.1974 in Fig. 2). Thus, it
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is noted that a positive change in the field (AE +) lightning flash events in detail in relation -to the
corresponds to dissipation of negative charge ground electric field records. Accordingly, in or-'
(AQ_) to the ground and vice-versa. der to mjliimize the possible uncertainties in the
4 Criteria adopted for the identification of C-G present results and to ensure that the results are

lightning Dash and method of analysis more realistic and meaningful the following condi-
Many workers5.9.10.12.13 have examined the C-G tions were imposed as threshold bias for the

( MACKERRAS,1968)
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Fig. I-Sample records of a series of frequent transient changes in the
ground electric field due to lightning activity [Ordinate in these records indi-
cates scale of electric field while abscissa shows time. Record at (a) is a high
frequency fast speed record. Field responses of individual leader and return
strokes, the total field change (AE-2800 Vm-1) and the total duration (980

InS) of flash are seen. Rest of the records (b-d) are fast speed records].
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identification of a C-G flash: by a1ouosound of thunder.
(i) The electric field record should show a tran- (iv) The transient change in electric field should

sient change in electric field. be ~ 1 kVm -1. "
(ii) The transient change should be simultane: It is believed that these requirements help in el-

-ously associated with the visible flash of iminating mostly all srri~ discharges and many
lightning. distant flashes. It is, therefore, assumed that the

(ill) The flash of lightning should be followed
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Fig. 2-Sample records of lightning associated ground electric field at Pune on different clates
[Record on 27 May 1974 is ~ fast speed (10 cm per minute) record. It is seen that just prior to
1.249 hrs, transient change from A to B takes place in the electric field. This change in electric
field (F1I-FA=6.E) is positive and relates to a flash of negative (N) polarity, while in the subse-
quent flash the electric field change is negative, this relates to a flash of positive (P) polarity. The
times of the thunder heard after lightning for these flashes are 14 and 16 s, respectively. Informa-

tion in the rest of the records are likewise].
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errors and uncertainties involved in following volved in a lightning' flash. In the same expression
this procedure are minimum. For brevity, Table "2 ~ refers. to the distance in kil°.metres.of the.ligh~';
furni.\hes details of flashes only for two (24 and 2i rung s~~ke from the observation po~t wbich IS
May 1974) out of nine thunderstorm days. Last ~e on~ of refere~ce sys!em. This dIstance (D)
three columns of Table 2 provide information on IS obtaIned f~om ~e ~apsed. between thunder
charge deposited (~Q in coulomb); and values of ~eard ;oll?wmg. lightning. Smce. ~8=H/D,
tan 8 (= HID) and sin 8.cosz8 per flash using the s.m8.cos 8 IS denv~d from3 tan~, which IS pr~po~-
expression provided by Malanz. tlonal to the electnc field. This procedure IS SI-

milar to the one adopted by Winn and Byerley 7 .
In that expression H refers to the mean heightZ7 The procedure for the estimation of charges dep-

(a.g.l.) of the main positive (8500 m) and negative osited to the ground during lightning events is de-
(6200 m) charge regions, which is probably in- scribed elsewhereZ-3.

Table 2-Details of lightning flashes for 24 and 27 May 1974

Sl. No. Polarity Time of flash Flash-thunder ChaDge in Amount of tanfJ sin fJ cos2fJ
of flas~ of flash heard time ( T ) field (E ) due charge ( Q )

(PorN) h min s and distance (D) to flash lowered
Vm -I during flash

T D C
s km

24 May 1974

1 N 11 55 42 18 5.976 + 6975 -39.94 1.0374 0.3464

2 N 11 56 48 5 1.660 +6525 -15.47 3.7349 0.0645

3 N 12 00 27 17 5.644 + 8100 -42.81 1.0985 0.3348

4 N 12 05 36 12 3.984 + 5400 -19.38 1.556 0.2457
5 N 12 06 24 12 3.984 + 5175 -18.57 1.556 0.2457

6 N 12 08 24 8 2.656 + 11025 -30,34 2.3343 0.1424
7 N 12 09 42 9 2.988 +4275 -12.49 2.074 0.1697

8 N 12 10 15 18 5.976 + 7425 -42.52 1.037 0.3464

9 N 12 11 18 3 0.996 + 6750 -14.98 6.224 0.0248

10 N 12 12 18 23 7.636 +5850 -49.92 0.8119 0.3796

11 N 12 14 12 17 5.644 + 10350 -54.70 1.098 0.3348

12 N 12 14 48 15 4.980 + 9000 -40.59 1.244 0.3054

13 N 12 15 30 8 2.656 + 8325 -22.91 2.334 0.1424

14 N 12 17 12 10 3.320 + 11925 -37.20 1.867 0.1962

15 N 12 19 12 14 4.648 + 14760 -61.58 1.333 0.2876

16 N 12 20 15 9 2.988 + 15120 -.44.20 2.074 0.1696

17 N 12 21 30 9 2.988 + 5400 -15.78 2.074 0.1697\ -
18 N 12 21 48 3 0.996 + 14760 -32.77 6.224 0.0248

19 N 12 22 30 13 4.316 + 15480 -59.85 1.4365 0.2676

20 N 12 24 00 12 3.984 + 14040 -50.39 1.556 0.2456

21 N 12 25 48 10 3.320 + 8280 -25.83 1.867 0.1962

22 N 12 28 09 5 1.660 + 13320 -31.58 3.734 0.0645

23 N 12 29 21 1~ 4.980 :: 12960 -58.45 1.244 0.3054

24 N 15 22 00 40 13.280 + 1644 -46.41 0.4688 0.3470

25 N 15 29 36 35 11.620 + 1771 -36.28 0.5506 0.3661

26 N 15 32 00 38 12.616 + 1012 -25.21 0.4914 0.3549

27 N 15 37 00 28 9.296 + 1012 -12.66 0.6669 0.3837

28 N 15 40 00 34 11.288 + 1265 -24.23 0.5492 0.3695

29 N 15 41 00 30 9.960 + 885 -; 12.81 0.6224 {).3807

30 P 11 42 30 10 3.320 -4275 + 21.25 2.56n 0.1231

31 P 11 43 54 20 6.640 -4725 +38.78 1.280 0.2984

32 P 11 46 15 10 3.320 -4050 + 20.13 2.560 0.1232

33 P 11 47 33 16 4.312 -4275 + 28.16 1.600 0.2379

34 P 11 49 51 14 4.468 -9450 + 56.20 1.8288 0.2018

COn/d
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Tab.e2~Detai1s of1ightning flashes for 24 and 27 May 1974-Contd.
Sl. No. fularity Time of flash Flash-thunder Change in Amount of tan (J sin (J COS2(J

offlashes of flash heard time (T) field (E) due charge (Q) ~
(PorN) h min s and distance (D) to flash lowered

Vm -I during flash
T D C
s km

35 P 11 51 24 18 5,976 -6300 +46.23 1.422 0.2703
36 P 11 53 00 5 1.660 -5175 + 21.99 5.120 0.0360
37 P 11 55 21 8 2.656 -607'; + 28.06 3.200 0.0848
38 P 11 56 24 15 4.980 -3150" +19.70 1.7060 0.2203
39 P 11 57 12 11 3.652 -7650 + 39.62 2.327 0.1430
40 P 11 58 21 20 6.640 -6075 +49.86 1.2805 0.2984
41 P 11 59 00 '6 1.992 -9000 + 39.17 4.2670 0.0506 ~-
42 P 11 59 36 12 3.984 -7452 + 40.17 2.133 0.1629
43 P 12 01 00 13 4.316 -7650 +43.35 1.9692 0.1826
44 P 12 06 55 06 1.992 -12375 + 53.86 4.2672 0.0506
45 P 12 08 00 04 1.328 ~ 13725 + 57.16 6.400 0.0235
46 P 12 08 55 10 3.320 -10350 + 51.44 2.5600 0.1232
47 P 12 11 42 05 1.660 -10350 +43.98 ~.1203 0.0360
48 P 12 12 00 02 0.664 -6975 + 28.27 12.80 0.0060
49 P 12 13 36 04 1.328 -7200 + 29.99 6.40 0.0235
50 P 12 15 48 06 1.992 -6075 + 26.44 4.267 0.0506
51 P 12 23 18 05 1.660 ~3240 +13.76 5.120 0.0360
52 P 12 27 51 18 5.976 -7200 + 52.83 1.422 0.2703
53 P 15 12 18 28 9.296 -2403 + 31.41 1.204 0.3672
54 P i5 14 42 43 14.276 -1391 + 41.73 0.5954 0.3774 ~

27 May 1974
) N 12 35 21 48 15.936 + 2533 -113.579 0.3890 0.31464
2 N 12 36 09 10 3.320 + 2533 -7.9023 1.8674 0.19628
3 N 12 39 57 18 5.976 + 7650 -43.8084 1.0374 0.3464
4 N 12 50 53 4 1..328 + 3510 -8.0243 4.6686 0.0428
5 N 12 51 35 6 1..992 + 8640 -21.3990 3.1124 0.0890
6 N 12 54 47 13 4.316 +6300 -24.3700 1.4375 0.2675
7 N 12 55 19 10 3.320 + 8100 -25.2828 1.8674 0.1961
8 N 12 55 55 14 4.648 + 8100 -33.8155 1.3339 0.2874

,9 N 13 00 43 40 13.280 +6300 -177.956 0.4668 0.3468 1-
10 N 13 03 08 32 10.624 + 5800 -96.8622 0.5835 0.3754
11 N 13 03 49 28 9.296 + 5625 -70.414 0.6669 0.3835
12 P 12 40 42 06 1.992 -13050 + 56.80 4.2673 0.0506
13 P 12 43 03 07 2.324 -13950 + 12.44 3-.657 0.0670
14 P 12 44 13 11 3.852 -10800 +43.38 2.206 0.2052
15 P 12 45 24 06 1.992 -4500 + 19.58 4.2670 0.0506
16 P 12 49 36 16 5.312 -6525 + 42.98 1..600 0.2379
17 P 12 52 53 06 1.992 -13950 + 60.72 4.2()76 0,0506
18 P 12 53 36 07 2.324 -13050 + 58.41 3.657 0.0670

~,
5 Results and discussion The above result shows that the inter-storm daily
5.1 Spatial variation of the mean magnitude of the charges averages show substantial variation (-19 to

Table 1 shows the storm average charge and .:-147 C; + 19 to + 44 C), but the average strike
the strike distance per lightning flash deposited to distance (4-9 and 2-6 kIn, respectively, for either-
the ground for the nine storm days a:t Pune. The polarity), exhibits appreciable localization5. In
weighted mean charge, using the storm average thunderstorms environment.; this information is aI-
values, is also given in the same Table at the end. ways useful for taking safety measures of the
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power transmission lines and wireless technology. first 1-6 km and about 6% beyond 6 km and -
In view of this, the charge per flash of either po- 3% in the first 1 km. In this study the spatial pat- .

larity was classified in distance range 0-1, 1-2, tern obtained from negative and positive light-
2-3, km. From the number of charges falling in fling-strike points is limited to a few thunders-
each 1 km class interval, the mean and standard torms in Pune area. The result of this analysis
deviation was obtained. Figure 3 shows the result suggests that the radial range of lightning strike
of the spatial variation of the mean charge and its points underneath a cloud is in the order of -10
percentage of occurrence. Vertical bars show the km. This result is in good agreement with those of
standard deviation of the mean charge. It is seen Krider28, Hatakeyama29 and Feteris3o. Pierce! and
from Fig. 3 that the magnitude of the charge in lllingworth6 have studied the lightning channel
either case increases with the increase of distance geometry and. suggested that, underneath a storm,
from the origin and the standard deviation indi- at closer distance, th~ occurrence of lightning
cates the variability of mean charge. This gives an strike is usually small, because at closer distance
impression that the observed charge pattern is a the lightning channel gets a very small solid angle
reflection of the choice of threshold bias men- which is required for its horizontal development
tioned earlier. Figure 3 also suggests that the av- during its vertical propagation to the ground.
erage positive charge deposited in 1 km range up
to about 7 km from the point of observation is 5.2 The relationship of electric field change with flash distance
higher than the corresponding negative one. It is For this purpose the data on the changes in the
clear from Fig. 3 that the negative lightning-strike electric field (~E.i:) and flash distances are consid-
activity extends up to a distance of 10-11 km un- ered. The values of field changes in each 1 km
derneath a storm, but positive flashes occur only range were clubbed and the mean 1~E I and its
up to 6-7 km. These plots show that nearly 65% standard derivation for each rangc were obtained
of the negative activity takes place between 1 and (see Fig. 4).
6 km; 25% within 6-11 km and much less (~5%) It is noted from Fig. 4 that all the field changes
within the first 1 km. While in case of positive are more than 1 kVm -1 and most of them lie

charges, 83% of the activity takes place within within 10 km from the point of observation. The
slant line drawn through these data points using a

T~al ~.of Flasn.s = 126 blat ~of FlGstft = 65 trend technique of the computer graphics suggests
30
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the inverse relationship between distance and AE. vide some insight into the sequence of the light- .
Earlier workersl,3,20 also obtained similar relation- Ding activity from the beginning to the end of the
ship. )torm. The variation in the charge and strike dis- ~

tance may appear to be consistent if consideration
5.3 Time variation of charge and strike distance of light- of the developing, maJUre and dec.aY phase of the

ning Dash storm is made. From radar studies of the thunder-
The time variation of the charge and strike dis- storms, FuquaylO reported that usually during the

tance during storm evolution have been presented developing-to-mature stage of the storm the radar
in this subsection. The data on lightning strike echo dimensions are at their maxima and the
distance and charge per flash were considered for development of its electrical activity is on its in-
four individual days, i.e. 31 May 1973, 22 and 24 crease, while durin~ the mature-to-decay stage,
May 1974 and 7 June 1977. The choice of these the storm occupied area dwindles but the electri-
days was arbitrary. From the daily data of light- cal activity is at its peak. These features are ref-
ning flashes (Table 2), the values of charges (AQ) lected from the above analysis. It can also be ar- ~~
of either polarity and their strike distances were gued that the observed tendency for lightning to
plotted against the time lapsed with respect to the cluster towards the end of the storm may be a
initial time of the storms (Fig. 5). For all the side-effect of the Q model, if the storms consist-
storms mentioned above, it was noticed that with ently move towards the measuring site. This con-
the increase in the time lapse, the lightning-strike sideration appears to be consistent with the fact
distance reduced 1 while the magnitude of the that the location accuracy of the Q model tends
charge increased. This feature was observed for to improve as flashes come closer to the measur-
all the sto~s under study. Figure 5 shows the re- ing site. With reference to the results reported in
suIt for the storm on 24 May 1974 at Pune. The this paper, more information on the typical .syn-
main feature of the above result can be seen from optic situations responsible for the development
the straight line trend between strike distance and of thunderstorms over Pune region and their av-
charge versus time lapse. This analysis may pro- erage characteristics are deemed to be essential to

~
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Fig. 6-Variation of sin lJcos2lJ with tan lJ (= HID) for 14, 22, 24 and 27 May 1974. [The value
of sin lJ cos2 lJ which is proportional to the field ~ses through Ii maximum when the charge

passes through a height H~DIJ2, i.e. when tanlJ=0.707].

complement the above results. Although, these the anonymous referee of this paper for taking
cha!acteristics may not identically occur each time special interest in this work and for offering con-
in thunderstorms at Pune, these information (see structive suggestions to improve the text. They are
Appendix) may help to understand/identify the also thankful to Dr (Mrs) A M Selvam and Dr A
average conditions which may be prevalent in S R Murty for their constant support and sugges-
such studies. tions.
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Appendix

(A) Synoptic situations favourable for the deve- torms, their preferred directions of motion, heights
lopment of pre-monsoon thunderstorms attained by tnem over a region, etc. are of crucial
over Pune region importance for the understanding of their genisis

Synoptic situation such as wind discontinuity in zones and preferred regions of activityf'. Docu-
the lower troposphere (up to 1.0 krn a.s.I.) extend- mentation of these information is made by the de-
ing from south Kerala to eastern Vidarbha, asso- ployment of meteorological radar, satellite imag-
ciated with migratory cyclonic disturbance is tPe eries, and a net-work of lightning detector and ra-
most common reason for the development of dio-sonde systems2.7. Wind and temperature
thunderstorm. In addition to the above mentioned structure at the upper tropospheric levels and
discontinuity, when one or more cyclonic circulations ground-based observations Qf point discharge cur- -"
are embedded in it and when an induced low pres- rent are also useful for the above studies 7 .11.

sure ~oim;s o,:er the central parts of the country, Investigations of thunderstorms over Pune re-
the situatl~n IS more favourable foc ~e. de,:,elo~- gion using some of the above techniques are done
me?t of Wldesprea~ thunderstorm .aCtlVIty ~ this by different groups9-13 in the past and by Mano-
region. The fo~tlon o~ troughs m. the ffild-up- harl4,1S in the recent years. All these investigations
per tr.<>posphenc w~sterlies .and .theIr southward reveal that the most favoured region for thunders-
extensIon also oc~a.slonally give nse .to large scale torm activity around Pune was the sector extend-
~understorm actiVIty over ~e pem.nsula. ~ome- ing from northwest to south through east. Results
times the pr~valence of a J~t ntax;1Inum m the of stUdies lO,li done by using radar observations
strong westerlies .over the penmsula IS also report- and lightning counters at Pune, pointed out that t
e? to. be responsIble for the development. A .com- the storms locations appeared to be quite stable
bmatio.n o~ tw~ or more of the ~bove mentioned and the associated cells grew and dissipated over
s~optic. ~Ituatlons may, sometimes, take p.la,ce almost the same area. It is reported 10 that the sea-
gI~g nse ~o well-marked thunderstorm ~CtiVIty sonal average height of zero degree isotherm is -
over 'the penms~la 1,2. ..4800-4900 m (a.s.l.) and heights attained by the
.Over the IndIan re~on, the penod from March super cooled water drops varied between 9500

till early June consti~tes ~e hot weather (pre- and 13100 m (a.s;l.). Results of aircraft observ-
monsoon) season. Dunng this season, thunders- ations13 of tops of Cb clouds suggested that over
to~s are m~st freque.n~y observed: Over the this area, Cb tops were generally in the range
penmsular IndIa, compnsmg Pune region, th~ an- 12.7-13.3 krn(a.s.l.). )...
nual average number of thunderstorm days IS -
22. Nearly 60% of this activity takes place in the
premonsoon season, of which most activity is (C) Diurnal variation of thunderstorm activity
usually experienced in April-May3-S. over Pune region

The most obvious results of these studies3-s
(B) Some characteristic features of thunder- concluded that the diurnal period of thunders-

storms torms activity is mainly confined to 1500-2100
Information on spatial distribution of thunders- hrs 1ST, although on rare and typical occasions it
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may be traced even until midnight. Another im- 2 MondalJC, Mausam(India), 40(1989) 435.
portant conclusion of the above studies was thai 3 Raman P K & Raghavan K, Indian J Met & Geophys, 1'l
the period from early morning until around 1400 (1~61) 113. .
hrs 1ST is mostly free from pre-monsoon thun- 4 Knshnarnunhy V, Indian J Met & Geophys, 16 (1965)

derstorms. ~urth.er, from the records of electric 5 ~~. K N, Daniel C E J & Balsubramaniarn L V, Sci Rep
field and point dIscharge current for the pre-mon- No. 153, IMD Publication, 'April 1971, pp. 1-17.
soon sea.~on thunderstorms of years 1973, 1987 6 Banta R M & Schaaf C B, Mon Weather Rev (USA), 115
and 1988 at Pune their mean beginning and end (1987)463. " "
t~rne ere obtaIn' ed It t d th t ~ b t 7 Engholm C D, Williams E R & Dole R M, Mon Weather

S W '. was no e a, lor a ou Rev(USA),118(1990)470.

12 thunderstorms durIng each of the above years, 8 Verma"RK, Mausam(India), 33 (1982) 35.

the mean beginning and end times were 9 Venkiteshwaran S P & Tilkan ARB, Indian J Met &

1537 1612 1630 Ge°l;1hys, ~ (1950) ~5. .
--and ' hrs 1ST respectively It 10 Man! A, Sivaramkrishnan M V & Venkiteshwaran S P, 1ft-
1943' 1900 2000 ' .dianJ Met. &Geophys, 10 (1959) 409.

11 Mani A & Venkiteshwaran S P, Indian J Met & Geophys,
was noted that the range of the timings fits well 12(1961)61. .
within the major period quoted earlier. 12 Mani A, Srivastava G P & Venkiteshwaran S P, Indian J

Met & Geophys, 12 (1961) 281.
R Ii Ii A do 13 Fl. Lt. Deshpande D V, Indian J Met & Geophys, 12

e erences or ppen IX (1961) 29.
1 Forecasting manua~ Part III, 2:2; 1972" Summer Norwes- 14 Manohar G K, Kandalgaonkar S S & Sholapurkar S M,

ters and Andhi and Large Scale Convective Activityovef Curr Sci (Ind/a), 99(1990)367.
Peninsula and Central Parts of Country, I.M.D. Publica- 15 Manohar G K, Kandalgaonkar S S & Sholapurkar S M,
tion, 1972. Mon WeatherRev(VSA),119(1990)3104.
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